1. Notation. Our notation is standard: H^G means H is a subgroup of G; H<G is used for proper subgroups; H<]G for normal subgroups.
By G=(A*B)H we denote the generalized free product of A and B amalgamating their common subgroup H.
If xeG\H then x has exactly one of the following forms :
where misa positive integer and ateA \H, b{eB\H. We shall write xeAW if x has the form (1) or (2) . Similarly xeBW if x has the form (3) or (4). Also, xeWA if x has form (1) or (3) and xeWB if x has form (2) or (4). By O(G) we denote the Frattini subgroup of a group G.
2. Main results. By an easy application of Zorn's lemma one can show that if H^G there exists a unique maximal normal subgroup of G contained in H. More precisely this subgroup, say K(H, G), is characterized by the following properties :
It is immediate that for xeG the following holds: Consider the set of all subgroups of G of the form Hr\xHx~l, xeG. By our minimal condition there exists a minimal element in this set, say M=Hr\uHu-1. Since K(H, G)=l and Hjí\ it follows that M is a proper subgroup of H and consequently u$H, say ueWA.
Assume that M^\ and choose yeM, y¿¿\. Then w^yueH. It will be shown in Lemma 2 that there exists veBW such that v^u^yuv^H.
If Aetfthen h$Mo u-^hu $H=> trhrxhm $ H o h $ (uv)H(uv)-K Hence Hr\(uv)H(uv)~x is a subgroup of M. It is a proper subgroup of M because yeM and y^uv)!!^)-1.
This contradicts our choice of M. Therefore we must have M=\ and the assertion follows from Lemma 1.
It remains to prove the next lemma which asserts a little bit more than we used in the proof of Theorem 1. If a^b^hb^eH^^H^^ then we transform this element by b2<=B\H. It is clear that because the sequence (6) is finite the Case 2 after a finite number of such steps must reduce to Case 1.
The lemma is proved.
It follows from Theorem 1 that if G=(A*B)H, where H is finite, then <b(G)-^K(H, G).
